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CSNOOI
March 1975

A PROPOSAL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF

COMPUTER NETWORKING FACILITIES AT

IIASA

As a result of meetingswith Computer Institutions in

Hungary and Czechoslovakia,it has become clear that there

exists a concreteopportunity to establishthe basis of a

Computer Network available as a direct communicationresource

to IIASA Scientists.

That there is a need for Data Communicationfacilities

has become increasinglyobvious, as a direct result of the

difficulties experiencedin exchanging information between

IIASA and the NMO's, and between the NMO's themselves.

In accordancewith the aims of the project to improve

and facilitate cooperationbetween IIASA and Home Institutions

a proposal for a preliminary computer network has been ､ ｲ ｡ ｷ ｮ ｾ

up, which will enable IIASA projects to make pilot studies in

cooperationwith remote centres. It will also provide the

necessaryexperienceto expand and improve such communication.

The latter is important to the decentralisationof IIASA

researchand to the widening of its sphereof influence.

The proposal is one for joint participationwith the

Computer and Automation Institute in Budapest, and the

United Nations Computing ResearchCentre in Bratislava.

The costs would be sharedequally betweenall three

participants,and each would supply computer time and the

necessaryman power.

In order that the completion of the first phaseof

this work should coincide with the planned IFIP-IIASA

conferencein September,a timetable has been drawn-up

for a starting date of the 1st April. It is emphasized

however, that the presentproposal is purely provisional,

and open to modification. When draft proposalshave been

made by all three parties a meeting will be convenedto

agree a final form for the proposal.
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The technical details of the proposal now follow:-

PROPOSAL FOR AN EMBRYO COMPUTER NETWORK

The essenceof the proposal is to connect together

three computer centresas shown in the diagram:-

VI STAR

BYTE ｍｾｈｉｎｅ

IIASA

/"
/

/
/

/

The exact arrangementat Budapestwould be decided in

course of the project. It might, for example, be unnecessary

to use 3 TPA-70s, their function might be included in 2 ｭ｡｣ｨｩｾ･ｳ

or even only one. Part of the study would be to decide these

questionsas a result of measurementsof possible maximum

throughput.

Equally the Bratislava centre would be organisedby the

managementthere and each of the 3 links would be negotiated

by the two parties concerned. However, it is recommendedthat

when agreementin principle has been reached, that joint meetings

of all parties concernedshould be arranged.

It is further proposedthat the network should be a packet

switched network, and that a common packet protocol shall be

agreedand implemented. The line protocols may have to be

different, but wherever possiblea uniform method will be used.
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All software should be written in a common language, and in

a modular portable form, with the purposeof free distribution

of all products of the project between the centres. It is

necessaryto define three separatefunctional entities in a

packet switched network. These are:-

1) NODE

The purposeof a node is to perform only the switching

function, i.e. to acceptpacketsand to re-direct them

according to the addressinginformation in the headers.

It may be connectedto any numbers of hosts and nodes.

2) HOST

This is a source and/or destinationof packets, and

can only be connectedto nodes.

3) GATEWAY

A special caseof a host, which is used to connect

two distinct networks together. It is a host on

both networks.

It is possible to implement one or more of these functions

on one computer, and this will normally be necessaryin order

to use the computersefficiently. The following minimal

arrangementis proposed:-

AT IIASA

Host and Gateway functions

be implemented. The Gateways

will provide connectionsto

Cyber (CDC network) and to

Cycladesnetwork.
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AT BUDAPEST

Node and Gateway functions.

Gateway to CDC-3300.

It is recommendedthat the

network connectingthe currently

proposedFront-End machines

should form part of the

presentlyproposednetwork

so far as protocols are

concerned.

AT BRATISLAVA

Node and Gateway functions.

It is possible that TechnischerHochschule,Vienna may

wish to participate in this project. In which case it would

be possible to include Cyber 74 directly in the network as

a Host, and to eliminate the need for a Gateway at IIASA.

This would mean that we could take advantageof the high

speedconnection.

SOME DETAILS

It is recommendedthat line speedsnot less than 2400

baud be used and that synchronousmodems are employed. It

is desirablethat a standardinterface such as V24 be used

for the modem to computer connections. Examination should

be made of the possibilities for automatic dialling of the

connections,and of the available possibilities and costs

for connection.

PROGRAM AND TIMETABLE

STARTING DATE: 1st April 1975

1) Decisions on allocation

of hardware, choice of modem

and lines. Languageand

operating systemsselection.

1st May 1975
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2) Choice and implementation

of line protocols for

the three principal lines

3) Design and implementation

of Node and Host software for

a chosenpacket structure

and protocol.

1st June 1975

1st August 1975

4)

5)

NOTES

Examination and experimental

implementationof Host-Host

and other higher level protocols

Demonstrationof joint networking

during IIASA Conference

September/October1975

September1975

The dates shown, are the dates by which the work should

be completed. In most casesthis work can be done in parallel.

For example, the packet structuresand protocols should be

discussedin detail as early as April since they have a bearing

on choice of operating systems.

For phases3 and 4 interactive terminal test programs

should be written to enableverbal communicationbetween the

experimentingstations.

Implementationof Gatewaysand other internal centre

extensionsshould be performed in parallel and a study should

be startedat an early stage to determinewhat servicesshould

be provided.

It is recommendedthat the work be progressedin such

a manner that any facilities which become available at any

stageare not excluded by later developments. In particular

that the use of the existing attachedcomputer resources

continuesto be available as at presentfrom terminals.
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DIVISION OF WORK AND MANPOWER

Taking into account the known resources,the following

recommendationis made:-

IIASA

2 - 3 people.

Host and Gateway software

especiallyaspectsspecific to PDP-II.

Protocol design coordination.

BUDAPEST

3 - 4 people.

Line protocol implementation.

Host and Node software implementation.

BRATISLAVA

5 - 6 people.

Node and Gateway software.

Design of test and measurement

programs•

ALL PARTICIPANTS

Choice and design of system

componentsto be a joint

exercise.

COSTS

All costs incurred separatelyby each centre to be paid

by the centre involved.
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Line costs: with 3 lines, it is possible for each centre

to pay for 1 line each, but costs would probably be most

simply met by the party or parties incurring them.

PERIOD OF PROJECT

1st April 1975 31st December1975.

With a possibility for extension.

J.H. SEXTON

13/3/75
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IIASA NETWORK PROJECT

This document is a follow up to the proposal made in

March of this year in document CSNOOl (attachedhere for

reference). It will detail more accurately the program

of work and a proposednew timetable. It also reports on

certain aspectsof the study that have been made so far

and draws attention to some problem areaswhich require

attention.

John Sexton
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Joint Program of Work

On a following page the steps in the program are shown

in a PERT-like diagram. Each box representsone of the tasks

to be performed and the sequenceof arrows is to be understood

as meaning that items to the right can only follow the completion

of those items to the left, which are chained by arrows. Items

which are not defined as in order would be dealt with in parallel

so far as man-power permits. Each box is numbered and comments

and notes are listed below according to these numbers. It was

not possible to draw this as a conventionalPERT diagram since

the time scalesfor severalof the items depend on decisions

made as to their content. However, for each item an indication

of the range of times is given below where possible.

Items 1, 2 and 3

These can overlap to a considerableextent and they have

already been discussedand studied to a great extent. Another

section of this report lists some alternativechoices and

ｾ details their advantagesand disadvantages. IIASA will lead

this work, but all centreshave the right to participate in

the final choice, which needs to be made in the very near

future (not more than one month) since hardwareorders have

to be made.

Item 4

This includes the lease of modems and lines and the

acquisition of necessarycomputer-modeminterfaces. Each

centre would purchaseits own equipment. It may be possible
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to requestsome hardware support from SZTAKI or Technische

Hochschule in order to construct special purposehardwareof

limited scope. As an example the HDLC line protocol requires

the insertion of a zero after every sequenceof five ones and

its removal on reception. It may be possible to design and

build a few copies of such a device for the four or five

centres, using the Burroughs I.C. One or two months will be

required for this item.

Item 5

It was felt that software could be reduced by using a

common systemsprogramming language. It would then be possible

to share the work and distribute producedmodules to all

centres. However, this presupposescommon interfacesand the

availability of a compiler for the chosen language. Candidates

are: PLll, C(the UNIX language). Certain basic operating

system functions are required: multiprogramming, inter-

processcommunication, priority scheduling system especially

for interrupt handling. This choice can take from zero to

one month dependingon what is available and what choice is

made.

Item 6

Where necessarythe operating systemwould have to be

implemented. At IIASA we would be able (and are obliged) to

run under UNIX. Compilers for the chosen languagewould have

to be obtained. There is a cross-compilerfor PLll that runs

on CDC 6000 seriesmachinesavailable from CERN or Budapest.

Range of time required from zero to three months dependingon

decisionsmade at 5.
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Items 7 and 8

Once the line protocol has been selectedit is possible

to decide the basic manner of implementationin terms of the

operating systemprimitives and the interface to higher levels

of software. By separatingthis definition from the rest of

the implementationof the line protocol, it is then possible

to start paraliel implementationof packet control software

and test programs before the line protocol is ready. IIASA

is preparedto lead the work on item 7 but will welcome the

participationof all centres.

Item 8 of coursewill have to be completedby at least

two connectedstationsbefore final tests can be made, and

it is possible that there may need to be differencesbetween

host and node implementations. Each of items 7 and 8 can be

expectedto require about one month for their completion.

Item 9

Testing can be done partially with oneself without going

through a modem, especially if mUltiprogramming is allowed.

ｾ
ｰ ｲ ｯ ｣ ･ ｳ ｳ Ap

Operator'sTerminal ｾ
Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｾ Ｎ ProcessB

Parallel/serial
interface

However, this cannot test the timing constraintsproperly.

A next step could be to use local or remote loop-back (i.e.

hardwareecho) with modems.
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Local Loop-Back

ProcessA
Serial
interface

ProcessB

Remote Loop-Back

Modem _+

ProcessA
ｾ Local Remote

Modem Modem
ProcessB -

These testswould have to be done from each end and

finally testing of the complete system using both computers

would have to be done in cooperation. In this way one link

of the network is established. Testing and debuggingwould

overlap the implementationto some extent and it is sufficient

to allow half a month for item 9.

Item 12

This can be startedat the outset and IIASA would lead

this work. Requires up to one month.

Item 13

Can follow as soon as the languageand operating system

questionshave been settled. It separatesthe form of the

interface from the remainderof the implementationmuch as in

item 7 and for the same reason. In practice how far this is

necessarydependson how far item 14 has progressedat that

time.
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Item 10

It would be necessaryto implement the software for at

least one node and one host. Items 13 and 10 will probably

require about one month each.

Item 11

Representsthe culmination of a large part of the effort

and extensivetesting including basic exploitation would take

place at that stage. So it is reasonableto allocate at least

one month to this. In practice item 16 could be startedas

soon as a reasonabledegreeof confidenceas to the basic

soundnessof the rest of the systemhad been achieved.

Tests can be made by a host addressingpackets to itself

or to internal node servicessuch as DUMP, ECHO, etc. Later

Host to Host via one or more nodes would be tried.

Item 14

It is proposedto develop common Gateway principles

where possible since our Network will probably involve quite

a few, especiallyat first. This requires some cooperation

but could form a principal researcharea for one centre. Some

sort of Host-Host protocol will certainly be neededbut it is

felt that presenttechniquesare unsatisfactoryand a fresh

look should be taken at the whole questionof higher level

protocols. This is a large and continuing researcharea in

which IFIP Working Group 6.2 is involved. A two month study

should allow us to define a protocol for use on the IIASA

net.
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Item 15

These implementationscan take upward of two months.

Gatewayswould be primarily the responsibility of individual

centres. Where possible they can be avoided by including

desiredprocessorsdirectly in the network, but in such

casesit is necessaryto implement network software directly

on such machines. This is recommendedwhere possible and

particularly for the TechnischeHochschuleCyber.

Item 16

Testing and debugging should not be a lengthy procedure

but Gatewaysare likely to take the most time. Say one

month for Host-Host and two for Gateway software.

Timing of the Project

It is clear that the biggest hold-up is likely to be the

time spent on selectingand implementing compilers and

operating systems. The time to implement in particular can

be at most one month if it is decided to avoid any delay to

item 10. However, taking into account IIASA manpower item 12

cannot start immediately and it is possible to allow two months

for operating system implementationat the first site (probably

Budapest) and longer elsewhere. This should dictate the level

of effort and the degreeof sophisticationrequired.

The one remaining bottleneckcould be the time to obtain

necessaryhardware and this could delay the initial testing

and debugging of the line protocols.
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It is clear that with the levels of effort available,

the Gateway and Host-Host work will not be held up by the

rest of the project and in fact can proceedat a more

leisurely pace than suggestedearlier.

A provisional timetable is attachedwhich has been

devisedafter taking into account the sequencedescribed

above, the probablemanpower available and other factors such

as delays due to holiday periods particularly in December. It

will be seen that the pace is a more leisurely one, but the

most important part of the work will still be completedwithin

one year. The work has been divided between the centreson the

basis of information provided by them to date, but suggestions

for changesare welcome. It ｾ ｩ ｬ ｬ be seen that the bulk of

the work falls on IIASA and Budapest. This is becausethese

are the only two centresthat are able to go ahead immediately

with manpower and computer time. It would help considerably

if other centrescould take on some of the load especially

from October on.
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Study to Date

Effort at IIASA has been concentratedmost recently on

the questionsof the hardware and "data link control procedure"

(also referred to as the "line protocol"), i.e. items 1, 2

and 3 from the program of work. Some results and options are

listed below.

1. Types of Line Available

There are basically four categories:

Dial-up: Opinions vary. According to J. Page

former assistantdirector to ESRO only

suitable for speedsup to 300 bits/sec.

in Europe. But experimentsconducted

by P. Darvas and D. Bence of the Computer

and Automation Institute of Budapest

between IIASA and Budapestearlier this

year concludedwith the opinion that

speedsup to 1200 or even 2400 bits/sec.

are possiblewith acceptableerror rates.

Leased line: Suitable for speedsup to 2400 bits/sec.

4 wire option is available, but costs

twice as much.

Conditioned line: Speedsup to 9.6 Kbits/sec.,but modems

tend to be expensivefor the higher

speeds.

Group band: Speedsup to 48Kbits/sec.arepossible.

But the line rental is about 8 times

that of a normal conditioned line.
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2. Line Costs

Line chargesare roughly proportional to distanceup to

about 400 km. If lines are used more than 4 hours/day, then

a leased line is cheaperthan dial-up and of course avoids

the sourcesof noise and difficulty of establishingconnection

presentwith normal dial-up service.

For conditioned lines the chargesare about $4 - $lO/km

per annum in Europe.

3. Modems

The following featuresare of special interest:

- Half or full duplex operation;

- Synchronous/Asynchronous;

- Speed and cost;

- Interface;

- Test facilities.

3.1 Half/Full Duplex

Full duplex operation is possibleusing two pairs of

frequenciesover 2-wire dial-up lines and modems are available.

But the speed is restrictedto 300 bits/sec. It is felt that

this is just too slow for a computer-computernetwork, but it

would be possible to conduct some initial tests'with such

equipment. However, new modems (and possibly other hardware

and software) would be required when a change to a higher speed

was made.

At higher speedsfull duplex operation is only possible

using 4-wire leased lines and appropriatemodems.
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Advantages

No waiting due to turn-aroundtime of modems. Therefore

more efficient utilization of line and greater throughput.

Disadvantages

Reasonablespeedscost twice as much. Changeof

equipment required for speedsabove 300 bits/sec. Software

much more complex and difficult to debug.

Half Duplex operation

Modems available for all speeds. Change of direction

requires up to 200 milliseconds dependingon modem. This

reducesthe effective rate dependingon the block size e.g.

at 2400 bits/sec.transmissionof a 1000 bit block takes

approximately .4 sec. If the turn-aroundtime is .2 sec., then

total time to transmit 1000 bits is .6 sec. This is

equivalent to a speedof about 1600 bits/sec. However, this

is still much faster than using full duplex operationat

300 bits/sec.

3.2 Synchronous/Asynchronous

Asynchronousoperationusing start and stop bits with each

characteris intendedprimarily for communicationwith slow

simple terminals and is not appropriateto computer-computer

communication. If 7 bit charactersare transmittedand

1 start bit and 2 stop bits are used the effective use of the

line is reduced to 70%.

In any casemodems for asynchronouscommunicationare

not normally available for speedsabove 1200 bits/sec.
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Synchronousmodems are not normally available for very low

speeds. For the PDP 11 there are two synchronousinterfaces

available both intended for operationat 2400 bits/sec.or

higher. The standardversion is the DP 11, the other is the

DQS 11 E which is provided specifically for the HDLC line

protocol and does the automatic insertion/removalof zeros,

the inverted checksum (if required) and the constructionand

verification of the CCITT Cyclic Redundancycheck.

At presentat IIASA we have installed two DP 11 - DAis

and also a unit, the KG 11 - A which can be used to perform

the Cyclic RedundancyCheck in hardware for any of 5 different

polynomials including CCITT.

3.3 Speed and Cost

A modem for use at 2.4 Kbits/sec. costs upwards of

$1,500. The rental charge for a 9.6 Kbits/sec. modem with

all test features is about $lO,OOO/annum.

Ｓ ｾ Ｔ Interface

The CCITT V24 interface is suitable for speedsup to

9.6 Kbits/sec. For higher speedsV35 is recommended. Where

host/nodecomputershave parallel interfacesit will be

necessaryto purchase/constructserialisersand avoid spurious

interrupts from Mark or Sync characterstransmittedbetweenblocks.

3.5 Test Facilities

Some modems have loop back facilities which permit

local/remotetests without including remote terminal

equipment. The most useful case is where this can be done

on the line side of the modem, but it is often possible to

loop at either side of the modem.
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When a synchronousinterface is used without a modem it

is necessaryto have a clock option. This allows tests to

be made entirely locally.

4. Error Characteristics

Measuresof error rates within Europe over telephone

lines show a range of between1 in 103 and 1 in 106. Mostly

though the errors occur in bursts of which less than 1% are

more than 8 bits in length.

For bursty error characteristicsit has been found by

measurementthat the CCITT CRC provides an error rate

improvementof about 50,000. So by using this error check

and re-transmissionit is possible to achieve error rates in

the range ｾ x 108 to ｾ x loll. Taking the pessimisticview,

since ｾ x 108 is about the minimum acceptablequality, it

follows that it would be inadvisableto use anything less

than CCITT CRC. There are software methodsof performing

this check using a short algorithm and a table of 256 16 bit

entrieswhich are suitable for speedsup to at least 9.6

Kbits/sec.

A second sourceof trouble are circuit interruptions.

These of course are more prone to happen on dial-up lines.

An indication of their nuisancevalue is given by the

following figures:

50% are longer than 100 msec.

20% are longer than 1 sec.

10% are longer than 10 sec.
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The latter group include of course interruptionsof several

hours. It is clear that the system needs to be capableof

automatically recovering (re-routing or re-starting) from

well over 90% of such interruptions and difficulties could

arise if time-outs are set too short. Wherever possible

at least two routes should exist betweenany two nodes of

the network. Most of the above figures have been derived

from paperswidely available in the literature, but as a

convenientsource two books can be consulted. One is

D.W. Davies and D.L.A. Barber'sbook on Data Communications,

the other "Computer-CommunicationNetworks" edited by

Abramson Kuo.

Data Link Control Procedures

There are two serious contendersfor our network. They

are HDLC (High level Data Link Control procedure) an ISO

standard, and IBM BSC (Binary SynchronousControl). Procedures

such as the CDC UT 200 are unsuitablefor computer-computer

communication. They are intended for terminal control, and

difficulties arise due to their demandson processortime.

In a terminal they are implementedby hardwarewhich is

capableof real-time parallel processing.

HDLC is a relatively new and as yet not fully defined

ISO standard. But it has been adaptedfor use within the

EuropeanInformatics Network and the CanadianDATAPAC network.

In France too a change is proposedto HDLC on the Cyclades

network, where TMM-UC and IBM-BSC have been in use to date.
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This change is partly for uniformity, but also becauseof

dissatisfactionwithin the presentprocedures.

The principal difficulty with HDLC is that a special

interface is required to insert a zero after each chain of

five ones and to remove these zeros on reception. This is

done to prevent the flag character01111110 from occuring

by chance in the body of the message. If we are to use

HDLC we must either purchaseready made equipment such as the

DQS ll-E (available for the PDP 11) or make our own hardware

to do this interpolation. The latter is not too difficult

since integratedcircuits are available for the HDLC protocol

and it is only necessaryto provide them with the appropriate

environmentall of which can be done on one small board,

although power supply and connectorswould also have to be

provided.

If it is felt that the expenseor effort required is too

great then it would be necessaryto fall back on a procedure

such as IBM BSC. In any event it will be necessaryto add

commands to enableautomatic dialing/answeringand to cope

with line break down.

Options

The most fundamental choice is betweenhalf and full

duplex working. These are as follows:

Either 1) Start with full-duplex asynchronous300 bits/sec.

dial-up lines. Later change to full-duplex,

synchronousoperationat 2400 bits/sec. leased

4-wire lines.
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Or 2) Use half-duplex synchronousoperationat

2400 bits/sec., initially with dial-up lines

and later with leasedlines.

The writer would prefer the secondoption since it is

much cheaper, requiring no changeof modem and only 2-wire

lines. Also the change from asynchronousto synchronous

operationwould involve extensivere-programming. The

experimentswith Budapestshowed that a speedof 2400 bits/sec.

is workable.

Other choices include whether to use existing modems, loop

back and other options.

The Data Link Control ProcedureOptions

Bascially the options are:

1) Use HDLC and buy/make zero-interpolation;

2) Use IBM-BSC.

In case 1) it is further necessaryto decide what form

of HDLC. Here the options are:

A) Use the EIN format which does not use the address

and control fields.

B) Use somethingalong the lines of DATAPAC formats

which makes good use of the control fields. The

existing proceduresfor managing dialled-up lines is

however inadequateand the writer is currently

developing an improved procedure. A paper on which

will be circulated to all centres.
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The writer's preferenceis the second case, since it is

much closer to the ISO proposal and there have been some

useful developmentsin HDLC since its adoption by EIN.
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Some possibleAlternative Configurations

for the IIASA Network
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_-.1-___
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T.H.II.

Austrian
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III.
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T.H.

IIASA

Moscow
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The introduction of a new node between IIASA and Vienna

Technical University as shown in II. would have many advantages.

Firstly it is not really practicableto use the IIASA PDP 11

as a switching node so that in case I. there would be

severedifficulties in routing traffic through the PDP 11/45

to the Cyber or into EIN. It also reduces the load on the

IIASA machine to a single channelwhich could be used both

for the network and also in the provision of CDC and IBM

service emulatorswhich could reside in the new machine.

The IIASA link to the new node would then be operated

exclusively with the IIASA net protocols. It would also

allow the connectionof other Austrian centresand facilitate

the proposedEIN connection. Whether such a new node should

be purchasedand managedby IIASA or whether Vienna Technical

University might wish to purchaseand manage it is a question

which would have to be resolvedand comments from interested

parties are welcome. The re-arrangementof the links in II.

and III. would satisfy the requirementto have at least two

connectionsat each node.

Conclusion

This paper is an attempt to put on paper a lot of the

ideas that are now being discussedand it is expectedthat

there may have to be severalmore iterations before final

decisionsand programsof work are agreed. All comments should

be addressedto IIASA which will function as a clearing house

for thesedecisions. Further paperswill follow shortly on the

details of the line and packet protocols.
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Appendices

The following papersare attachedfor information:

1. Computer ScienceNetworking documentCSN001;

2. Extract from DEC PDP 11 manual describing the

DP 11 interface;

3. Description of the DQS 11E interface;

4. The ISO document ISO/TC97/SC6-1005;

5. A paper by L. Pouzin on "A Symmetrical Point-to-Point

Prodedurewith HDLC."


